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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
 Patents
 Trademarks ® TM
 Copyrights ©
 Trade Secrets
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Trademarks
• Any word, name, symbol or device or combination thereof used to
identify the source of goods or services and to distinguish the
goods or services from those of others.
https://www.uspto.gov/trademarks/search
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Copyrights
• A creator’s rights in “original works of
authorship” that are fixed in a tangible form of
expression.
• Copyrights are protected by federal law under the
Copyright Act (17 U.S.C.).

• Copyrights may be registered with the Copyright Office of
the Library of Congress.
• Protection in other countries is usually automatic without
additional filing required.

• Works are protected from the moment of creation and
last for the life of the creator plus 70 years.
• Works “made for hire” and anonymous works have a
term of 95 years from the date of publication or 120
years from the date of creation, whichever is shorter.
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Trade Secrets
• Information that is sufficiently secret to derive economic value from not being generally
known and is the subject of reasonable efforts to maintain its secrecy.

• Trade Secrets are protected by common law, state statutes and contract law in the U.S. and in most other
countries (no registration is available).
• Trade secrets are protectable as long as secrecy is maintained.

• Trade secrets (in most states) may consist of any idea, process, formula, pattern, physical
device, or compilation of information that satisfies both of the following criteria:
• Provides a competitive advantage to the owner in the marketplace
• Protected by the owner from others, absent improper acquisition or theft

• Examples of trade secrets
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beverage formulas
Recipes
New Inventions not patented
Strategies
Manufacturing techniques
Computer algorithms
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Patents
• Utility Patent

• new and useful processes, machines,
manufactures and compositions of matter
• Novel
• Non-Obvious

• Design Patent

• new designs for an article of manufacture

• Plant Patent

• distinct and new asexually reproduced plants

where
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What rights does a patent provide?
The right to exclude others from making, using, selling, or
importing the patented invention for a limited time (limited
monopoly- 20 years from filing date)

A Patent Does Not Give the Rights to
Make, Use or Sell an Invention
Company A

Company B
Patent to basic humanization
technology

License

Patent claims to specific, antiCD20 humanized antibody for
treatment of cancer

Company C
Patent broadly claiming any
recombinant antibody that binds CD20

Blocking/dominating patents
Freedom to Operate

Statutory Patent Requirements
(35 U.S.C. §101) Eligible Subject
Matter


Must be directed to patent eligible subject matter
◦
◦

Processes, Machines, Manufactures, Compositions-ofMatter, and Improvements
“Anything under the sun made by man”


◦

Not eligible- Judicial exceptions






Diamond v Chakrabarty 447 U.S. 303 (1980)- genetically
engineered bacteria
Laws of Nature, Natural phenomenon, and abstract ideas
Recent SCOTUS rulings have limited eligible subject matter
particularly in Life Sciences (natural phenomenon) and
Software/Business methods (abstract ideas)

Must have credible utility
World has different standards to evaluate this

Statutory Patent Requirements
(35 U.S.C. §112)
• Must teach and adequately describe the invention

• Enablement- Person having ordinary skill in the art (PHOSITA)
can make and use your invention
• Written Description- Support for all claims in the specification
• Shows you actually invented what you claimed to invent

• Important to be able to support possible future claim
amendments
• Want to cover ways competitors may try to get around your patent

Statutory Patent Requirements
35 U.S.C. §102 Novelty
• Must be novel

• Not publicly known (Prior Art)
• E.g. publications, patents, patent applications, in public use, for sale,
offered for sale. Europe has more general definition. US changed for
public use to include entire world
• Inherency- discovering a new property of known art does not make it
patentable- the property is inherent

Statutory Patent Requirements
35 U.S.C. §103 Obviousness
 Must be non-obvious (35 U.S.C. §103)

 Can’t simply combine two or more references to come up with
invention
 Requires “inventive step”

Application publication
Number
US20130228203A1

Owner

Application #

Priority document/date
Classification codes
References cited
* By examiner

Parts of a Patent
Drawings

Specification
Bulk of patent describing invention
to support the claims and 112
requirement

Claims

Claims- Laying Out Your Property Lines
Your own work
can be prior art

Written Description
Enablement
Teaching PHOSITA to practice
invention

12 mo.

Patent Filing Options
1

2

U.S.
Provisional
$-$$

U.S.
Provisional
$-$$
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4
U.S.
Regular
$$$

20 years of patent life

30 months

PCT
$$$
PCT
$$-$$$
U.S. Regular
$$$$

PCT
$$-$$$

U.S. Regular

Japan
$$$$$

Europe
$$$
Brazil
$$$$$
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Canada
$$
China
$$$$$

Continuation/Divisional Applications

Foreign Filings

U.S. Regular
$$$$

Provisional App/
Publication
Not enabled

Other inventor
Same material

C

A

4/1/2015

PCT/US App
enabled

10/1/2015

B

4/1/2016

During Office Action
Examiner determines
priority date for claims or
amended claims are
4/1/2016 date- C is prior
art

Patenting Process
1.Patent application drafting (Costs: $1000 to $15,000)
‒ Collaboration between patent practitioner and inventor(s)

2. Patent application prosecution (Costs: about $2000-$10,000)
‒ USPTO examiner completes review of claims and search of prior
art and issues an “office action”
‒ Iterative process and generally requires concession of claim
scope by the applicant in view of the prior art
‒ Average duration is 3-4 years from filing to issuance (3-4 office
actions)

3. Patent issuance

‒ If/When claims do not read on prior art
‒ Still not in the clear, patent eligibility can be challenged

4. Maintenance fee period

‒ Every 4 years after issuance, each more expensive than the previous
‒ Rest of world has yearly annuities, starting during prosecution

5. Expiration (20 years from filing date)

Avg. U.S. Patent to
issue costs
$25,000

How to overcome a rejection
• Amend the claims: Amending the claims will narrow the scope of the invention so it no longer reads on
the prior art.
• This is the most direct way of dealing with an office action. However, this results in narrowing of the claims, and thus less
patent coverage.
• Once claims are narrowed during prosecution, an Applicant can’t regain the patent coverage lost by making those amendments
(Prosecution History Estoppel).

• Arguments by attorney: Arguments can be used to overcome a rejection, such as disqualifying the prior
art (the cited art has a later priority date than the invention), arguing that the art cited is improper, or that
the art does not teach what the Examiner claims it teaches.
• Point out how the invention differs from the prior art
• Point out the prior art does not in fact teach what the Examiner claims it teaches

• Submit evidence: Arguments hold more weight if it is supported by evidence to back up the arguments.
• For example, submitting a publication or a declaration from the inventor or colleague that qualifies as a person of ordinary skill
in the art. The burden of proof will shift to the Examiner if the argument is supported by evidence.

Ways to show non-obviousness
• Commercial success- showing commercial success of your product.
• Large, unmet need- there is a large, unmet need for a solution to a problem that nobody has been
able to solve, and your invention solves it.
• Unexpected results- showing that your invention is superior to what is known in the art. This is
best done by pointing to results in the application, submitting a reference (e.g. later publication by
the inventors or others) that shows superior, unexpected results. This would have to be more than
an added effect, for example, if combining two known drugs, combination of the two would have
to have far better results than an expected additive effect. If possible, compare your invention side
by side with the cited art invention to show your invention is superior.
• Failures of others: Many have tried but failed to address the problem. Additionally, think about
your own failures in coming up with the invention and how you overcame them. This could help
show the Examiner you provided an inventive concept.
• Teaching away from the invention: The cited art itself, or submitted evidence, teaches away from
the invention. For example, a publication that states a particular inventive concept would not work
can be submitted to overcome an obviousness rejection.
• Why one of ordinary skill in the art would not have known to combine the references: The
applicants can submit a declaration from one of ordinary skill in the art, stating it was not obvious
to one of skill in the art. Alternatively, the applicants can point out all the steps, the work, and the
challenges that went into coming up with the invention.

Prior Art Searching

Benefits of Conducting Prior Art Search
• Avoid submitting patent application with claims that are not
patentable
• Determining novelty of invention compared to prior art
• Develop strong claim strategy before you file patent
• Know close prior art when filing to guide patent drafting
• Understand how your technology fits into technological field
• Be better prepared to discuss invention with attorney and better
explain patentable aspects
• Freedom to Operate and knowing competition

Key points of doing novelty search
• Understanding the invention

• Structure-function, how elements interact with each other
• What commercial product you would be selling
• Alternative Embodiments

• Search terms

• Multiple variations/order/synonyms/plural/singular, etc.
• Evolve the terms based on the result of prior searches

• Search multiple sources

• Patent databases
• Scholarly articles
• General web based search

Understand the Invention
• What is the problem? What is the solution?

• The problem solved and the solution to the problem could be useful in
prior art searching, classification searches

• What is main idea behind your technology?
• Why is it necessary?
• What was already existing prior to this and what were their
shortcomings?
• How does it work?
• Find all areas where the invention could be useful
• Other ways of doing what the invention does?

What is the invention?
• A composition

• e.g. Novel compound never made before, novel mixture of compounds

• A method or process

• e.g. method of treating, method of making, method of using a composition
for a particular purpose

• A machine or device

• e.g a motor, a handheld device, etc.

• An apparatus

• A physical product, relatively simpler than machine, few or no moving parts
• e.g. crutches, pencil, chair

Components of the Invention
• If device/apparatus, what are the components of the device, what
are they made of, how do they interact with each other, what
function do they perform
• If method claim, what are the steps
• Gives you better terms to perform prior art search.
• If you don’t know your property lines, how can you know if your
property invades another person’s property
• You can’t do a good search if you don’t have a good idea what the
invention is and how to describe it

• Examiner searching is based on the claims, having an idea of what
the inventions is and elements of the invention (claim) help
provide better search terms

Structure vs Function
• What the invention does (function) and what it is made of (structure) are both important
but for different reasons
• Structure- will form basis of your claims, describing your device/composition/apparatus.
• Function-what the invention does, more fitting for method claims, or supporting structure claims
to distinguish it from any prior art

• For marketing/business considerations, what the invention does is important

• Additionally, what the invention does could be useful during patent prosecution to distinguish
over prior art

• For patents, structural elements of the invention are more important and form basis of
the claims

• The structural elements describes what the invention really is, will make up the basis of the patent
claims, and is what you want to search for to look for prior art.

Invention outlines
• What are the components/elements of the invention?
• A chair with 3 legs, a seat and a back

• How are the components arranged with respect to each
other?
• The legs are attached to the underside of the seat and held
together by nails

• Can you think of a more generic term to describe a
component?
• Instead of nails, can use fastener or connector

• Are some components necessary or optional?
• The back on the chair can be optional

• What are some alternative embodiments?

• The chair can have more than 3 legs
• Screws, glue, staples can be used instead of nails

Invention Outline for a 3 legged Chair
• A apparatus for sitting
• A seat

• Made of wood
• Limit to the material?

• Limit to size and shape?

• 3 legs

• Can there be more or less legs?

• A back

• Is the back necessary? Could be optional

• Held together by a connector
• Nail- what else could be used?

Claims for a 3 legged Chair
• 1. A chair comprising at least three legs and a
seat, held together with at least one connector.
• 2. The chair of claim 1, further comprising a
back.
• 3. The chair of claim 1, further comprising a
fourth leg.
• 4. The chair of claim 1, wherein the at least one
connector comprises a nail.
• 5. The chair of claim 1 wherein the at least one
connector comprises a screw.
• 6. The chair of claim 4, wherein the screw is at
least 1 inch long.
• 7. A chair comprising a wooden frame
supporting a seat and a back.

Approach to Invention Outlines
• Start Broad: What are the minimal required parts or steps?

• Slowly add more parts/steps (claim limitations) to narrow down on exact embodiment.

• Alternative- Start narrow At the very least, should have a broad idea of invention and a narrow
idea of the specific embodiment, and think about what some alternatives could be. Good to do
both, look at exact embodiment as well as thinking broader
• Benefits
• can help guide prior art search parameters for screening,
• Helps you identify areas where there may be alternate embodiments (e.g. for pencil, what other substances but
lead and graphite could be used)

• Good to combine what you envision is the potential commercial embodiment (what is going to
be sold?)

Resources for Prior Art Search

• Google Patents, Google Scholar

• Negative- they sell your search information to other parties
• PDFs of most patents, links to scholarly article (subscription may be required)

• Duck Duck Go

• Do not sell search information

• Pubmed (ww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/)

• Medical related publication search, access to article limited to subscribers
(University members)

• USPTO website (https://patft.uspto.gov/)
• WIPO website (https://www.wipo.int/portal/en/index.html)
• EspaceNet- https://worldwide.espacenet.com/
• Paid Subscription databases
• E.g. PatSnap, PatBase, etc

Website Demonstration
 Google Patents https://patents.google.com/

● Good to get PDF of patent applications/publications, or full patent text
● US8783275






USPTO Patent PAIR
Espacenet
WIPO
Patsnap

Patent Search Basis
• Key String- combination of several keywords
• Picking the right keywords is the key
• Use of operators “And” “or” or others depending on the database using

• Assignee/Inventor
• Patent Classification
• Search based on hierarchical system that classifies a patent according to area of technology it falls into (US,
European, International, and Cooperative Patent Classification

• Citation
• References cited by applicant or examiner during prosecution.
• Can be Forward/Backward citations- helps identify relevant patents/references

• Dates

Prior Art Searching
• Start Narrow, then move to broader
• Limited keywords, the exact embodiment you currently have
• Read some patents/publications you have found and start creating library of keywords, phrases and general
concepts
• If you find art directly on your invention in the narrow embodiments no need to search broader

• Think about how names for products may have changed over time
• If find a highly relevant prior art patent, access its file wrapper via USPTO Public PAIR
• https://www.uspto.gov/learning-and-resources/portal-applications
• Any published patent you can look at entire prosecution history
•

Could help identified other art cited against that patent

Keywords Tips
• Be aware of vague or inconsistent terms
• Toy, process of use

• Obsolete names

• LP, Hi-Fi, Laser Disc, etc

• Different meanings in different fields
• Mouse the animal or computer mouse

• Synonyms

• Think about other ways to describe terms
• Hyphenation, no hyphenation
• Different tenses

• British spelling differences
• Color v colour, tyre v tire

• Possible spelling errors

• Repellant v repellent, three-wheeled v triwheeled

• Acronyms and abbreviations

• LED- light emitting diode
• Compounds- search brand name, short hand
name, full chemical names
• Genes or proteins- search both short hand
and full name
• E.g. TNF alpha- Tumor Necrosis Factor Alpha

• Utilize technical dictionary or thesaurus to
help find appropriate terms

Keywords for Prior Art Searching
• Example- smartphone

• Keywords- Cellular Phone, Mobile phone, Smartphone…may not find everything
• Additional keywords- handheld device, portable communication device, portable
communication terminal, wireless communication device
• These terms more likely used in patents

• Break invention down into different parts
• Purpose of invention

• Wireless communication

• Functionality of invention

• How a feature functions, broken down into different subparts

• Related Application Areas

• Where else is a feature of a smartphone used for other than basic functionalities

• Composition

• What is needed to make invention? How are components arranged

Classification Search
• Worldwide Classification Systems

• USPC (USPTO), IPC, ECLA (EPO), FI (Japan), CPC (USPTO/EPO)
• Divides areas in subdivisions, CPC has the most 200K

• CPC divided into eight main areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. Human Necessities
B. Permorming Operations
C. Chemistry and Metallurgy
D. Textiles and Paper
E. Fixed Construction
F. Mechanical Engineering, Lighting, Heating, Weapons, Blasting, Engines, Pumps
G. Physics
H. Electricity

Classification Search example
•
•
•

•

Umbrella with new rib design to eliminate
umbrella collapsing or inverting due to high
winds
Improvement to eliminate need for frequent
replacement of umbrellas
Components- framework with ribs, stretchs
and a main frame, securing rings, mounting
brackets, joint connectors, fabric connectors,
fabric linkage bar
Keywords- umbrella, parasol, sunshade,
windproof, wind resistant
•

Ex. Umbrella OR parasol OR sunshade AND
(windproof or wind resistant)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNZDXRzksqo

CPC Schema
• Go to USPTO website www.uspto.gov, then type term in box upper right

https://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/cpc
/html/cpc-A45B.htm

